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• DISCLAIMER

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor the University
of California nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness

' of any information, apparatus, product, or process disdosed, or represents that its use
WOLdd not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
products, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise,
does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring
by the United States Government or the University of California. The views and
opinions of authors expressed herein do no_ necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or the University of California, and shall not be used for
advertising or product endorsement purposes.
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Abstract O S T |

A quantitative energy pathway comparison is made betweena modern oil refinery and -_
generic fusion hydrogen plant supporting hybrid-electric cars powered by gasoline and hydroge,._
optimized internal combustion engines,respectively, both meeting President Clinton's goal for a_-..
advancedcar goal of 80 mpg gasoline equivalent. The comparison shows that a fusion elecmc
plant producing hydrogenby water electrolysis at 80% efficiency musthave an electric capacity o-
l0 GWe to support as many hydrogen-powered hybrid cars as one modern 200,000 bbl/da',-
capacity oil refinery could support in gasoline-powered hybrid cars. A I0 GWe fusion elect.'-.:
plant capital cost is limited to 12.5 B$ to produce electricity at 2.3 cents/kWehr, and hydroge_-.
production by electrolysis at 8 S/GJ, for equal consumerfuel cost per passengermile as in the 0:2-
gasoline-hybridpathway.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fusion plants, such as the Inertial Fusion Energy (IFE) plant shown in Fig. 1, can be
designed to produce both electricity and hydrogen fuel. Fig. I depicts a generic multi-unit IF£
plant in which a driver beam, such as from a heavy-ion beam accelerator, is directed sequentia!_',
through a beam switchyard to a series of target chambers, where small capsules containir:-.:
hydrogen isotopes of deuterium and tritium are imploded at a few Hz repetition rate, providir._
fusion heat to a suitable working fluid that drives steam-turbine electrical generators. T_,_
resulting electricity can be sent directly to an AC grid or converted to DC to power wa_e:
electrolysis cells to produce hydrogen fuel distributed through pipelines. Any inexhaustible futu:e
source of electricity (fission, fusion, and solar) can, in a similar fashion, also be a renewaNe
source of hydrogen, through electrolysis of water. Hydrogen can also be produced b_
thermochemical cycles [1] that use high temperature heat directly, but this study takes t:,.
conservative choice for fusion of first using thermal-to-electricity conversion at 40 % efficienc,.

, follmved by water electrolysis at 80°/o efficiency, to insure complete tritium isolation from t]:,e

\kovk pert\)rmed tinder auspices ofthe t_.%l)()lrl b\ l.l.\l, tlndcTcollt!ac_ kk_T4_,5-t:ing-_l,v;



hydrogen fuel product. In this case, a fusion electric plant must provide a sutl]ciently low cost-c.:-

electricity (CoE) to provide a competitive cost-of-hydrogen (OH) by electrolysis.

Because there is a threshold in heavy-ion accelerator beam enerL-y (of several _e.eajou!..

to induce fusion-fuel capsule ignition and high energy gain in inertial tusion tar gels ["l . icvc "

I!:E electric plant designs [3,4] tend to be large (1 (}We or larger) t.o obtain.a moderate (,el- o::

to 6 cents per kWehr, even with recent advances in heavy-ion accelerator driver design I'.

Sharing one accelerator (a dominant cost component of such plants) to drive several tar_..:

chambers has been considered to lower CoE with larger plant outputs [6]. Such large plants n--.

be appropriate for the size of future hydrogen markets for transportation fhel. For example, more

than 400 GWe may be required to replace tbreign-oil imports with elecindytic hydroge,1 Cue -

/:, II1e US. Thus, the objective of'this study is to determine the appropriate size (average plant po_ e-
ou{put), CoE, and OH for such fusion hydrogen plants to compete with oil-derived transpona_i,:-

fuel for advanced cars, specifically, gasoline for future hybrid-electric vehicles. Hybrid elect.--.

cars use a small internal combustion (IC) engine driving an electrical generator, which in It:-

powers electric motors on the wheels, through an intermediate energy' storage system such --

advanced flywheels, to provide higher peak power during acceleration, and to recover SOme

braking energy during deceleration.

Hydrogen fuel is emphasized as the end product of fusion in this study, rather th:._-.

electricity itself, to address the greater US urgency to reduce foreign oil imports, reduce the L-5

trade deficit, and to improve urban air quality. Hydrogen is an ideal future replacement fuel re-

near-zero emission vehicles that could be powered either by optimized internal combusli:.-

engines in hybrid cars, or alternatively by fuel cells, at nearly twice the efficiency ot" gasoline ;,7

engines, that is, at about 45 % thermal etficiency for hydrogen versus 25 % for gasoline [-

World reserves of oil and gas will be largely depleted in 40 and 60 years [8], respectively, a tir.e
scale consistent with the possible development ofthsion, particularly, IFE [gJ.

2. COMPETITIVE PROD[. C ! ION OF ltYDRO(;EN BY WATER EI,!!]CTR()I,'_SIS.

Hydrogen by electrolysis at today's average electricity cost of 5 to 6 cents/kWehr ::

currently 2 to 3 times more expensive than hydrogen now produced by natural gas reforming. >_

the cost of electricity (CoE) must be reduced significantly to promote use of electrolytic hydro ue-

for transporlation while meeting current consumer fuel costs per passen,,er mile. even account_-

for more efficient hydrogen engines or fuel cells. Fig. 2 shows the relationship between the O

(fbr delivered hydrogen, wholesale, neglecting retail station costs, taxes and subsidies) USi;._

",valet electrolysis at an assumed efficiency ot"80% (based on the lower heating value of hydro w.-

and CoE. An electrolysis efficiency ot" 80% (lower heating value) represents a modest advance

fiom current commercial water electrolyses capable of 80% (higller heating value) in large sc_.:

units [I0]. The costs for hydrogen storage and transportation in l:ig. 2 were obtained fi-om Pla:s

[l 1]. Fig. 2 shows that the dominant contribution to oh is the cost of hydrogen production _,

electrolysis, which is dominated in turn by (iof.i The left-hand intercept in Fie 2 tbr the cost _

production is consistent with a unit capital cost c)t'250 $/kWe for water electrolyses, a unit c_.>

_vl_icl_is al.,,(_(ltloled by I)()E National t tydr{)u,cn l'n_granl Plan [ 12] tbl "ad\'anccd elcclr<_l\'sis



Since gasoline costs about 7 $/GJ "at tile pump", excluding taxes, we can estimate that
hydrogen would need to be delivered at 7 x 0.45 / 0.25 = 12.6 $/GJ (no-tax) to provide for the

same consurner fuel cost per passenger mile in hydrogen hybrid or filel-cell vehicles, accountin,-

for the higher engine efficiency inherent to hydrogen. Looking at Fig 2. a ('oi:Z of abouT 2 5

" cents,'kWehr would be. needed for water electrolysis to meet this hvdro,,en._, price, which requires _.

•, factor ofabout two reduction in average current electricity costs This picture is roughly' .

consistent with the current $/GJ cost differential between hydrogen and electricity both derived

from natural gas as a pr!mary fuel source. The challenge for fusion, fission, or solar electric plains
to produce competitive hydrogen by electrolysis is, therefore, to find ways to reduce CoE down

to the vicinity of 2.5 cents/kWehr. For IFE-type of fusion plants, the most effective way to reduce

CoE is through economy-of-shared equipment, as discussed earlier. Together with a scale-up of

such multi-unit plants to total outputs much larger than 1 GWe (economy-of-scale).

Fusion energy, like solar energy, would have negligible fhel costs (deuterium and lithium a_-e

cheap primary fusion fuels). Thus, at total power outputs sufficiently large that IFE driver costs

could become small compared to the duplicated portions of multi-unit plant costs, IFE could in

principle achieve the power costs of multi-unit fission plants, minus significant fission fuel cycle

costs. The deregulation of US utilities by the Federal Energy Policy Act of 1992 is expected to

significantly lower competitive interstate wholesale electricity costs, down to the range of 3.5 to z

cents&Wehr [13]. The bare cost of steam thermal conversion (the combination of boiler, turbine.

generator, cooling tower, and electrical power conditioning) contributes about 2 cents/kWehr to

the CoE from any thermal energy source. The asymptotic minimum CoE for solar electric power.

if mass production of 15%-efficient solar photovoltaic arrays eventually reduced module costs te

negligible levels (<< 10 S/m=), would be 4 cents/kWehr [14] due to the cost of flat panel supports.

power collection, power conditioning, and operating costs. Thus, the competition for future

fusion electricity and hydrogen fuel could be very challenging. The question addressed next is,

how much economy-of-scale can be exploited for low fusion (IFE) CoE; that is, what IFE plant

sizes would be appropriate for the future hydrogen fuel markets, and what would be the allowed

IFE capital costs at those plant sizes, for competitive CoE and Coil7 >

3. COMPARISON OF FUSION-->ELECTRICITY-->ttYI)ROGEN->IIYBRID CAR VS

OID-->REFIN ER'_'-->GASOLINE-->tlYBRID CAR PATIt'_ AYS

Electrolytic hydrogen fuel plants, of energy scale size al least equivalent to modern o

refineries today (it" not larger), should be appropriate to meet tomorrow's market size re-

transportation fuel replacement. To provide a specific benchmark for determining the combinatier

of allotted size and cost tbra generic fusion electric plant producing hydrogen fuel by electrolys:-

at "today's consumer fuel cost per passenger mile", we consider a fusion-hydrogen plant the

could support the same number of hydrogen hybrid electric vehicles as one modern oil refineD' o:-

200,0(.10 bbl/day capacity could support in advanced gasoline hybrid vehicles. The "ener D

pathway" methodology in the DOE National Hydrogen Program Plan [12], and used by the

National Renewable Energy l,aboratoo' (NREL), is adopted here _o determine both the requirez

, electric plant capacity and allowed total capital cost for such a plato to meet the same consume-

fuel cos, per passcnue_, mile (assumin,,= equal taxes put pa,',.,,cnyc_ mile. and no hx'droue-

std_.,,id:c-I l:i,,.... '_ shc_\_.,,_ ,':aphical rcprusenlali(m ot" llTi,,p:tth\_ :1,, ,._':ll:";Ti',(_ll,.



The comparison in Fig. 3 was made on the conservative basis of hybrid car architectures_-
for both oil and fusion pathways, to properly credit fuel efficiency advances for the gasoline
pathway also. Gasoline IC engines optimized for hybrid vehicles could have 25% average therrr_
efllcienc\', compared to 15% average efficiency in conventional vehicles with the EPA slandz,__
mix of city and highway driving. Since tile efficiency of hydrogen-optimized IC engines (45%._:. "-

. . similar to that expected for hydrogen fuel cells, this benchmark should hold for fuel-cell vehicles:
as well If electric-battew-powered cars were assumed for this pathwayc'omparison instead of
hybrid cars or fuel cells, the oil-->electricity-->battery car pathway would nearly preserve o',:er2_
efficiency, with the higher efficiency of the battery charge-discharge cycle offsetting the grea:_
conversion losses of oil to electricity, while the fusion pathway, already including therm2
conversion to electricity, would improve significantly due to elimination of the electrolysis a.""
hydrogen distribution/ compression losses. Here again, the comparison basis of Fig. 3 5:
conse_'ative (generous to the crude oil-gasoline competition).

Equal taxes were assumed for both fuels, and no hydrogen subsidy was assumed, althou_
there would in fact likely be a significant credit or subsidy to gain the substantial environmer.::
benefits of using hydrogen. Hydrogen IC engines can run with much leaner fuel-air mixtures tMn
for either gasoline or natural gas, lowering the hydrogen combustion temperature, and drasticaklv
reducing nitrogen-oxide emissions [7]. The aim is to see what is required for the better
environmental pathway of electrolytic hydrogen to be cost competitive with the present o_
pathway, while keeping government tax revenue and consumer fuel costs constant. A crude oil
cost of 20 S/barrel is assumed to represent a reasonable long term price, recognizing the mo_
recem drop of oil prices to 14 S/barrel will not likely be sustained for many years, given the rapid
growth ofoii consumption in developing countries. Aside from the fusion-specific parameter "_f-.
the multiplication of fusion heat due to tritium fuel breeding in the working fluid of the targe:
chamber [3], Fig. 3's derived power output and CoE for fusion to be competitive would al._
apply to any source of electricity with negligible fuel cost, such as solar photovoltaic power ard.
windmills. For most fusion systems, M --- 1.2, so that the thermal conversion efficiency 11=,
required for M x rl,,, = 0.5 would be 1"i,,_ 0.42, achievable in conventional steam cycles.

The requirements for competitive fusion-derived hydrogen are found from Fig. 3 b_
equalizing the total hybrid vehicle shaft power at the end of both the crude oil and fusio.-.
pathways Starling at the top left in Fig. 3 with a 200,000 bbl/day capacity oil refinery, t._,e
average power and unit costs arc represented for each major step in the pathway leading to 2 2
GW of total gasoline engine shaft work output for hybrids cars supportable by that one refine,,
The refiner?.'cost, taken to 250 S/kW,, times the 13 GW capacity equivalent to 200,000 bbl/da\.-

-,-,._,_B$, which is what a new refinery, would cost, meeting current EPA requirements for cleane r-
burning gasoline. Assuming non-fuel costs of 7% annual cost of capital, plus yearly operating an:_2
maintenance costs equal to 3% of capital, the annual non-fuel costs would for this refine.-',
example would be 332 MS/year. At the assumed crude oil costs of 20$/bbl, the annual primaz7
fuel (crude oil) costs would be several times larger, 1168 MS at 80 % average operating capac!.7,
faCtOF,as shown in the box labeled "Modern Oil Refinery'" The resultin,, unit cost for the 9 _ G\k
of shaft power would be 43 $/GJ. This would support 12.6 million h\,brid cars weighing abo--
hall"lllat ot"c(_n\cntional cars.• requirinL.,,.6 kW avera,,e_.(tri\c po,_.er,each. at an a\eraec_, speed "
5 _,n_i<.-.l_c, I_,,t_t:_,t 15.(_n()miles'\car a\'c:agc (tislalluc



The fusion-hydrogen pathway at the bottom of Fig. 3 matches the same 2.2 GW of sha.-2

power for hydrogen hybrid or fuel cell vehicles, and requires the same unit cost per unit of shz.-_

work (435/GJ) as derived from the crude oil-gasoline pathway. The average power flow and u_::.

cost requirements are then determined for delivered hydrogen, hydrogen at the electrolysis pla--:

" electricity form the steam cycle, and then fusion heat for the steam cycle, working backwards 7."-

"refinery" benchmark in Fig. 3 shows that an electric plant of 7.5 GWe average electrical po_--

• " output (I0 GWe capacity operated at 75% aver.age capacity factor), would b.e needed !o suppc,= ,-

an equal number of cars as the one 200,000 bbl/day oil refinery, correspoliding to an avera,-e c."

15 GW of fusion power (20 GW fusion capacity). The water electrolysis plant capital cost wou':5

be 2.5 B$, at a unit cost of 2505/kWe. Matching the 1500 M$/yr annual costs of the crude e:!

refiner 5, (mostly crude oil import costs) to an allowed annual capital plus operating expense " -

the fusion-hydrogen plant results in an allowed total capital cost of 15 B$ for the fusion-hydroge,.

plant. Subtracting the 2.5 B$ for the water electrolysis plant, the fusion-electric plant is allowed :c.

cost 12.5 B$, to meet the same end-use fuel cost per passenger mile as the crude oil-gasoli:-,e

pathway. This corresponds to an allowed total capital unit cost of 1250 $/kWe tbr the fusie--
electric plant.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The allowances shown in Fig. 3 for a large 10 GWe fusion-electric-hydrogen pla.m

represent a significant challenge for the design and development of future IFE power plants. l-_

1250 $/kWe unit capital costs are about three times lower than for existing designs of IFE pla_ms

at 1 GWe size [3c¢]. However, at the 10 GWe size appropriate for hydrogen fuel productie.-_
heavy-ion driver costs of 1 B$ (0.5 B$ direct capital) would still be less than 10% of the to:-

plant. For electricity production only, electric utilities with a limited size district have diftica'.-,

accommodating scheduled or unscheduled outages of large plants. Larger future hydrogen fi_e;

markets, however, may tolerate larger fusion plants than desired for electricity alone. ReplacL-4

US foreign oil imports of 8 million bbl/day with electrolytic hydrogen would require 40 ne'_ i"'

GWe plants. Such plants could be geographically distributed similar to existing oil refineries :c.

serve the same markets. Clusters of 3 to 6 of such plants, interconnected with new hydro<8_

pipelines of moderate (less than 200 mile average length), would buffer scheduled az-_

unscheduled hydrogen plant outages just as well as oil refiner?, outages that are tolerated to&.

There is the added flexibility that several GWe-scale water electrolysis units could be locaie,_

closer to large number of distribution points, all powered through moderate length (200 to =

mile) electric transmission lines by a few remotely-located 10 GWe fusion electric plants T>-

would shorten the hydrogen pipeline interconnection lengths needed to buffer maior metropoli,,:_-

areas. Such electric-hydrogen plants can sell electricity as well as hydrogen, with improved pla=:

capacity factors filling-in seasonal troughs in demand for either product by easily switchi=_:
production between them.

• Finally, there will be a need to demonstrate the economy-of-scale of such plants re,

investors, while keeping the capital at risk at any one time to a fraction of the final plant co.--.

, Initially, for the first of such plants, the cost of electricity will be higher than for hydrogen per u:_-:

ofenerAv, as in the present markets Thus, a return on in\'estmenl might be firsl demonslrated '-

ttlsion planls al smaller scale (perta;_ps 5(1(/ M\Vc) sellin.7 eleclricil\, llaan al the till! ,_calc --



needed for electrolytic hydrogen production. With a reasonable government subsidy initially.

hydrogen fuel production by electrolysis may also be demonstrated at sub-scale size, bul

confirmation of the plant CoE and availability would be most important for confidence in ff.e

fulure economics of hydrogen by electrolysis. For IFE in particular, tile flexibility of using ere

driver for several target chamber-steam generator units v,;ould allow the first unit built to serve --

a DEMO, and then additional units could be added in phases to build confidence in tile CoE

, dropping with economy-of-scale, leng before a full 10 GWe size hydregen plant would have to t-e: -

committed. With separability of the driver and target chambers in IFE, plant expansions might be

constructed while operating earlier units, so that electricity revenues could be used to reduce de.',""

accumulation during the staged construction. Eventually, as a large number of electrolx_i,:

hydrogen plants would be bro, l<,ht.=into production,, the eneruv_, price of electricit\, and h\'droee7

would be brought closer together.
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Modern Oil Refinery

200,000 bb/day capacity
80% average capacity
85% energy efficiency

4 Annual oii cost (M$/yr) @ 20$1bbl: 11F.,8
Annualnon-fuel costs (M$/yr):

, o Total annual costs (M$/yr): 1500
Annual output (M-gal/yr): 2362.
Refinery gas cost ($/gal): 0.63

12 -- Total US refinery capacity = 15 million
11 - 10.6 13 (capacity) bbl!d=-'y

10 9.0 8.7
9-1 .

"- 8 -

o 6
5 Gasoline

-_ 4 Refinery IC-engine
3 efflclency Distribution (hybrid) 2.2

<: 2 3.5! 0.85 0.96 0.255.1 _ 10.8
1 - $/GJ] $/GJ $/GJ
0

Crude oil Gasoline Delivered gasoline Shaft power
0.63 $/gal+ 0.275/gal +0.4$/gal = $1.30/gal
(refinery) (distribution) (taxes)

FusionHydrogen Plant
16-

15.0 20 (capacity) Sized for same total shaft power
. 15 - 75% average capacity

14-
40% fusion-to-H2 efficiency

13-
Annualfuel cost for D, LI, H20: 0

A 12-
11 - Equal annual costs M$/yr: 1500
10 - Total allowed capital (MS): 15000
9 - 7.5 GWe, 10 (capacity) Minuselectrolysis plant cost: -2500

o 8 - average Allowedfusion plantcost (MS): 12500

m 6 - 6.0 Hydrogen
5 - 4.8 IC-engine

> 2.3¢/ _ I .... i 0.45 .._

<: 4 - M x thermal Electrolysis Distribution i (hybrid)
3 - efficiency efficiency compression or fuel cell

2 - 0.50 0.80 0.80_ 7.9 19.z --_

1 - kWehl $/GJ [ S/G,0
Fus,on power Electricity Hydrogen Delivered hydrogen Shaft power

a

4 Fi,_ 3 ('omparison of Crude Oil-Gasoline and Fusion-ttvdroaen.._ Ener,,v_.Pathwavs.,

Supportin,_ Equal Numbers of Advanced t t\brid-l!'ilcctric C;_rs
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